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Same as the first game you are just a useless powerless loser it is so much fun being unable to do nothing.. This game is,
certainly by my standards, fantastic. You get a great feel for the characters and a lot of your actions have weight, although there
are times, at least to me, that your choices might feel innefectual. I reccomend the game whole heartedly though, it's an amazing
example of what can be done with the medium.. One of those "If you loved the first one, you'll love this one" type of
recommendations. The stakes are higher and the risks get bigger as major powers come into play and a new 'Ouch' bar becomes
a concern. Admittedly, a number of stats and details either did not carry over from the last game or hardly had any significant
effect at all on this one, however it still serves as a pretty good setup for the third and probably final installment of the series
with major decisions cementing your path to heroism. It provides new character stats to further mold your main character's
personality and disposition. Oh, and you get to choose what your mom is like. It's revolutionary I tell you.. It's a solid game that
deserves more play through. A lot of investment. In terms of 'difficulty' it feels A LOT easier than the previous games. but I am
still frustrated by lack of feedback on some aspects. I also want more opportunities to use stat checks. though I understand why
they are not there. Overall, still a HUGE fan of this series and would love to see it keep going. Hopefully a little bit less wait
time between games.. Another great tale woven from Eric's endlessly creative mind. This time around, the stakes are higher, the
choices are tougher to call and the consequences are bigger than ever before. Your character's powerless plight continues, as
they attempt to take down real foes and protect their city. Plus, their personality and motivations can start out pure, and desend
into evil, or maybe the opposite! And again, Eric's way of writing just makes each and every scene and character feel like
they're really there.. I felt like I had no agency in this game. Anything I did felt shoe-horned into the pre-written plot. And when
I did do anything that felt like I was going to accomplish something and really make my playthrough feel different and
impactful, the game didn't reward me. At the beginning of the game, I was given the options on how I wanted to pursue boosting
my "powers". I decided on finding dad's old suit of armor. All game, I get little snippets, getting ever so closer to getting it. Then
boom, games done, no armor for you. Like how and why did you have me go through all of those side missions then? So you
could give it to me in the sequel? I don't want that. I worked for it in this game, why would it make sense for me to get it in the
next one? It just really rubs me the wrong way. Anyway, if you want a light game that won't take you too much time and won't
take too much input to complete, this is the game for you. If not, I've heard Just Cause 3 is on sale for $5 right now. Might be
the better purchase. Edit: Further, I really don't like professor Hedonist. In the first game, he came across as kind of a creep.
Like he felt like a predator of young students. And he never pays for that because 'he's too good of a super'. Like no. He's a
predator. He shouldn't be a teacher. There should be some way to get rid of him. Instead the game tries to paint him in this light
of 'oh, but he's a really good super. Look, we can let him not feel guilty about leaving everyone behind to save his friend who
will surely die.' Like no. I don't care, you prey on kids you aren't redeemable. Also, I realized I forgot a perfect example of how
this game robs you of choice. Partners. For what felt like every time it came time to become partners with someone for a major
project, I had no say. I would always be intercepted, no matter what. I felt like a passenger for so much of this game.
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